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Creating the continuous present: Extant buildings and future places

In the English language, the present (perfect) continuous tense refers to an action that began at some point in the past and continues to the present (“they have been building”). This paper explores how qualities of buildings may continue, from one to another, through a chain of material and structural reference across shifting contexts: a chain of reference whereby buildings act as mechanisms for knowledge exchange, architectural innovation, and the development of social networks. Based on data gathered during an ongoing, ethnographic study of ‘design-build’ or ‘live project’ education (wherein students plan and construct buildings alongside their professors and others), this paper considers how participants in university-level, design-build projects engage with, assess, and integrate architecture across time and place.
Through drawing on instances of social interaction that happen in design meetings and educational reviews, together with images of existing buildings and renderings of possible futures, we see how discourse works with the visual to index both the materiality of previous construction and the possibility of prospective intervention. In effect, this paper explores how, in the context of architectural practice, references to meaningful precedents ensures that history is carried into the future: heritage moves through structures but also through what people say. This paper contributes to architectural research and knowledge through considering how particular buildings of the past and present may work on multiple levels: as sources of reference, pedagogic devices, and as ‘real’ and speculative prompts for future transformations of location and community.
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